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Updates on the draft

-> have tried  from https://feynman.aivazis.com

- update the feynman diagram by a drawing tool

... some functions (“text” button, “+” signal) seem to be not 
working ? which prevented (me) to make it lastweek, 
at any rate, finally the diagram is made ! 

https://feynman.aivazis.com/
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Investigation around HZZ topics from the 
recent LHC results 



4-- I have quickly viewed those materials 



5-- summary page from the previous slide
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N(signal) ~ 200

N(background) ~ 100

roughly, the statistics of this 
channel with 139 fb-1 is 

This calue can be compared. But the 
formula is different , so that , I have 
no confidence with the factor level

This factor(s) is cHG, etc.
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EFT model

-- We have referred : 
“Resolving the tensor structure of the higgs coupling to Z-bosons via Higgs-strahlung”, 
Shankha Banerjee, Rick S. Gupta, Joey Y. Reiness and Michael Spannowsky, 
arXiv:1905.02728 

-- Amplitude is given in analytical form at first order (√s/Mz),

and we have tried to reproduce the differential observables 
based on the formula.

-- Application to our analysis with this approximation would be an issue. 

from past slide

This form is 
obtained after re-
organizing the 
previous equation
though I do not 
follow it yet...
( e.g. arXiv 1406.1361)



1) Now, the same channel as the HZZ analysis has been chosen,  expecting 
the better S/B, though the Background(=B) is not included yet.

-- total number of signal events ~ 100 (or less )

-- if we deduce the first order from the right figure,  it is,
with my eye,   -0.8 < k < 0.8  where this range is decided 
by Chi2/Ndof < 1

~

2) from the studies, using the production channel,  it is as follows:  

-- total number of signal events ~ several * 10000

-- depending on the parameters, the order is such as
-0.03(5) < param. < 0.03(5) 

from arXiv 1512.06877
(Liantao/Jiyayin point me)  but it shows 
the same order in the CEPC white paper 

It just shows that the limitation range reflects the statistical 
uncertainty. 

My personal consideration
from past slide
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Short summary

・ Mass, cross-section (<--actually we are doing) 

・ differential cross-section could be a point 

・ EFT study , but statistics is clearly an issue. 
(Technically,  the generator, and of course, interpretation would be another )

・ Purely compose the paper with the current analysis

-- BDT & simultaneous signal handling

-- adding electron channel.   with IP information ? 

・ At least, we have to present/prepare answers between our current 
results and the result in the white paper
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Backup
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Beyond (only in my head) 

・ Since I’m going to touch the jet algorithm ( LCFIplus),

-- analysis and evaluation of HZZ channel with 4 or 6 quarks

-- EFT model with those status

-- Trying to think about the application of quantum computing ...

or 

-- but those could be considered at least a few months later 


